
 

 

 

To: The Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) 
From: The Boston Green Ribbon Commission Health Care Working Group 
Re:  Public Comments on the Draft Three Year Plans Presented at the comment period, 06.27.18 from 1-4pm.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I'm Mark Lukitsch, energy and utilities manager at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, speaking on behalf of 

the Boston Green Ribbon Commission Health Care Working group, our strategic partner Health Care Without 

Harm, and through them also expressing needs of the smaller health care organizations statewide. 

 

We thank the EEAC and the program administrators for their hard work, but as stated in our detailed memo of 

June 20th, we are concerned by the low C&I savings target, and the lack of detail and transparency. The next draft 

should: 

 

First: Increase the C&I Savings Target to be in close accord with the potential identified by the EEAC consultants, 

improve Timeliness of Data tracking and Reporting, and demonstrate how greater savings can be had from linear 

lighting, HVAC and CHP. 

 

Second: Offer specific C&I Integrated Strategies and Solutions, not just page 68's list of barriers.  For example, 

customers and the Council should be able to see what amount of deeper C&I savings should be possible by 

combining the increased granularity of building energy data with more training for C&I building controls operators 

--not just for municipal customers-- to drive more effective continuous commissioning.  

 

Lastly, increase Transparency, Reporting and Collaboration Within and Across Segments. We invite you to sit 

down with us, as a large important sector and Working Group, and with other C&I segments. Let's talk regularly, 

informally or otherwise, to both shape the Plan and make its implementation truly customer-centric. Let's further 

close the gaps identified in our prior submittals and your work, plus those identified in the 2018 Awareness 

Survey. Let's combine our knowledge and resources to take full advantage of the many energy and greenhouse 

gas saving opportunities.   

 

Thank you.  


